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The world is changing because of the Web.
 
"Education" is changing because of the Web.
 
The moment is filled with great opportunities for 
learners...
 
...but great challenges for schools.
 
We have important questions to answer.
 
 
 
 



"The illiterate of the 21st century will not be those who 
cannot read and write, but those who cannot learn, 
unlearn, and relearn."

-Alvin Toffler
Author Rethinking the Future

 



Steep Unlearning Curve



Story 1





"Unit Test on Ancient History and the Middle East"



45 multiple choice questions (2 points each)

1 short answer from five choices (10 points)

100 points total

@15% of MP grade



17 questions on capitals, countries and land masses



14. This Roman emperor changed the official religion of 
the Roman Empire and moved its capital to 
Constantinople (today Istanbul):

A. Ptolemy
B. Cyrus the Great
C. Constantine
D. Jesus



Short Answer Option 1 - What are the positive and 
negative aspects of Uthman’s caliphate? Why do you 
believe these aspects to be positive and why do you 
believe them to be negative. [Sic] Explain your reasoning.



My first question:



My first question:

Why?





My second question:



My second question:

At a moment when the Middle East is a relevant, fast-
changing part of the globe with great importance to my 
daughter's ability to understand the world in which we 
live...



...is this really what we want to know that she's learned?



Story 2





Wells of Hope Promo



Curriculum?



Film Study
Video Production
Web Design
Storyboarding
Final Cut Pro
Photography                        
Audio                                                        
Multimedia Editing
Scripting
Writing for Video
Web Publishing
Safety
Social Networking



Teachers?





Assessment?





Motivation?





Classroom instruction time?



Not one minute.



"Sharing my work online so that other people can see it and 
give me feedback and advice on it has become a huge part of 
the way I learn...It's inspiring and motivating, and a lot more 
people are finding me now."

--Mark Klassen
January, 2011



My question:



At a moment when our kids have (or soon will have) 
ubiquitous access to the content, resources and people 
they need to learn whatever they want or are required to 
learn...



 ...a moment when they can create and share works of 
meaning, beauty and importance to inspire the world...



...which is a more compelling story of learning for our 
students?



The world is changing.



Media 
Politics 
Journalism 
Medicine 
Books 
Business 
Music 



Media - YouTube/Netflix
Politics - Obamanet/Change.org
Journalism - Twitter/Storify
Medicine - Patients Like Me/Foldit
Books - Kindle/Nook/iBooks
Business - Amazon/Paypal
Music - iTunes/Rhapsody



Media - YouTube/Netflix
Politics - Obamanet/Change.org
Journalism - Twitter/Storify
Medicine - Patients Like Me/Foldit
Books - Kindle/Nook/iBooks
Business - Amazon/Paypal
Music - iTunes/Rhapsody

Schools - ????



Welcome to our moment of change.



Challenges



Challenges and Opportunities



The biggest challenge



For schools, much like newspapers, the founding premise 
has changed.



Newspapers were created to deliver the news.



Newspapers were created to deliver the news.

Schools were created to deliver an education.



Both succeeded in an era of scarcity...



...scarcity of media (for newspapers).



...scarcity of content and teachers (for schools).



The Web has turned this on its head. 



Just as newspapers are no longer the only way to get the 
news...



...schools are no longer the only way to get an education.
 



Content is not scarce.



Teachers are not scarce.



For example:







"Knewton’s software analyzes students’ performance on 
practice questions and recommends tutorials based on the 
student’s answers. Knewton optimizes learning by focusing 
only on the areas that students need to improve. The software 
determines subject areas at a granular level. it doesn’t just 
know whether you need improvement in algebra. It knows 
specifically whether you’re having trouble with, for example, 
quadratic equations.

According to COO David Liu, an afternoon of studying can give 
Knewton 100,000 - 150,000 data points about the student - 
such as how long it takes them to answer questions or what 
time of day they learn best."

goo.gl/hR3cc

















What changes? 



Many ways to become "educated."













This will not be easy.



"Institutions will try to preserve the problem to which they 
are the solution."

--Clay Shirky
bit.ly/pV4xTb 



But the "problem" has fundamentally changed.



We don't need schools any longer to "deliver an 
education." 



And people are noticing.



This legislative juggernaut has coincided with a gold rush 
of investors clamoring to get a piece of the K-12 
education market. It’s big business, and getting bigger: 
One study estimated that revenues from the K-12 online 
learning industry will grow by 43 percent between 2010 
and 2015, with revenues reaching $24.4 billion.

"How Online Learning Companies Bought America's Schools"
Nov. 16, 2011

bit.ly/sw7iev



"[It won't] be long before people will see that those who 
took their education online will have learned it better than 
people who got it in the classroom, and that's exciting." 

--Dr. Clay Christensen
Author of Disrupting Class

Nov. 14, 2011
tnw.co/sBlV0A



Our reality: Schools are not going away.



My reality: I don't want schools or teachers to go away.



But we have to ask: Does the purpose and value of 
school change in an era of abundance?



But we have to be clear:



What is learning?



Is it...



Is it...

"higher student achievement"
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"higher student achievement"

"increased student performance"
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Is it...

"higher student achievement"

"increased student performance"

"better student outcomes"

"college readiness"

or something else?



"And what do you mean by learning?"  

--Seymour Sarason



"Productive learning is the learning process which engenders 
and reinforces wanting to learn more. Absent wanting to 
learn, the learning context is unproductive or 
counterproductive."

Seymour Sarason
And What Do YOU Mean by Learning?



● creativity
● passion to know
● application of knowledge
● inquiry
● seeing patterns
● posing and answering questions
● understanding the world
● acquiring knowledge
● curiosity
● finding and solving problems
● making something
● understanding something you previously didn’t understand
● making connections
● changing your perspective on something
● synthesizing ideas
● adding new knowledge



Which of these do we assess?
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Make no mistake, we define "learning" by what we 
assess.



But remember...



But remember...

If we do not find ways to measure what we value, 
we will value what we measure.



But are we really assessing learning?



● creativity
● passion to know
● application of knowledge
● inquiry
● seeing patterns
● posing and answering questions
● understanding the world
● acquiring knowledge
● curiosity
● finding and solving problems
● making something
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● making connections
● changing your perspective on something
● synthesizing ideas
● adding new knowledge



This is our challenge.



But there is also opportunity.



This is a most amazing time to be a learner.



So what does learning look like today?



Anytime...anywhere...anyone.







Two billion people are connected to the Web.



We need to think: Two billion potential teachers from around 
the world.



Two billion ways to connect.



bit.ly/iiPWKb 



bit.ly/iiPWKb 



Learning is:



Learning is:

Mobile. 







Learning is:

Mobile. Networked. 
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98% Strangers
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Learning is:

Mobile. Networked. Global. Collaborative. Self-directed. Inquiry 
based. On demand. Transparent. 



shelleywright.wordpress.com



Learning is:

Mobile. Networked. Global. Collaborative. Self-directed. Inquiry 
based. On demand. Transparent. Personalized. 





Amazing opportunities to learn...



...to be learners.



But here's the deal...



...to bring these opportunities to our students... 

 



...we must first take advantage of them for ourselves.



So here's the question...

 



Even though no one is asking you to...

 



...not parents, not the community, not the state...

 



...are you changing?

 



...are you learning differently?

 



...are you leading the conversation around change?

 



...are you being "old school" or "bold school"?

 



Remember:



“In times of change, learners inherit the Earth, while the 
learned find themselves beautifully equipped to deal with a 
world that no longer exists.”

--Eric Hoffer



"We need to move beyond the idea that an education is 
something that is provided for us, and toward the idea that 
an education is something that we create for ourselves."
 

--Stephen Downes
http://huff.to/cLEcpe

 



Meaning, how do we move from this:





To this:





Will Richardson
willrichardson.com
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Feedback appreciated!:
http://bit.ly/wrfeedback

http://bit.ly/wrfeedback

